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Abstract: Are quality arguments at all relevant to the 
contemporary art discourses? Although quality arguments 
are nowadays seldom used or explicated in the verbalization 
of the evaluation process of art it still seems at least implicitly 
to be assumed that art works worth attention not only are able 
to provoke discursive interest but also should possess some set 
of qualities.

If the quality issue is relevant – as it is supposed to be – it is up 
to discourse analysis to extrapolate the quality arguments 
from the “speech acts” of artists, curators and critics. It should 
be possible to verbalize the silent quality discourses, which, as 
a hypothesis, are estimated to be typical for, and each different 
from one other, at least in (high) modernistic, conceptual and 
contemporary art, which seem to rely more and more on 
sociopolitical themes and content. If a modernistic and a 
conceptual set of “quality arguments” can be defined, what 
would their equivalent be in the context of sociopolitical art 
and art criticism?

Key words: Quality, evaluation, modernism, conceptual art, 
sociopolitical art, “silent” norms, “ethical” quality

The question of quality in the evaluation of art ought 
to be central to the evaluation process. In order to be worth the 
attention given, an art work should at least implicitly possess 
some “qualities”. Still, quality arguments are nowadays seldom 
used or explicated in the verbalization of the evaluation 
process. 

It is also a matter of fact that it's not possible 
anymore to decide whether an object is an art object by merely 
looking. The coded and culture-specific nature of artistic 
practices, the multiple institutional conventions, and the 
aesthetic experiences should all be dealt with during the 
evaluation processes in the fields of contemporary art that are 
diverse in media.  

Is the “quality argument” then totally out-of-date 
today? And if evaluation is still being made, on what grounds 
are the evaluations founded? These are the questions which I 
try to pose in this paper. In short, firstly I try to describe the 
modernistic set of quality values,  secondly look at quality 
possibilities within the frame of conceptual art, and finally  – 
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and that's the real question – look at possible quality discour-
ses in art based on sociopolitical contents.

According to widely accepted poststructuralist 
views, it seems clear that art works are not invested with 
specific a priori meanings – although the aesthetic idea of 
modernistic art was based on the idea of an international or 
even a universal pictorial language. The “meanings” of the art 
works are projected onto the “surfaces” of the works during 
the interpretation process made by critics and scholars – or 
any viewer – who ground their arguments on certain sets of 
beliefs and theoretical assumptions, which also could be called 
“art ideologies”. 

The set of “quality arguments” used during different 
periods can thus be extrapolated from the critical discourses 
on art of each period. As the working title for this paper is 
Three kinds of quality, it is assumed as a starting point that at 
least a modernistic, a conceptual, and an ethical set of 
arguments can be constructed. 

The modernistic norms are the easiest to define, 
since modernism as such could be regarded as a closed chapter 
– or at least a definable version of High Modernism, so to say. 
While modernism in the visual arts was a very varied 
movement, it could be claimed that it most fully was 
represented by abstraction. The ethos of abstraction put 
visual and aesthetic experience above all else (such as 
narrative, illusion, or moral effect) and stressed the 
importance of the individual creative artist and the 

1 independence of the artist from society.
The most often told version of Modernism and 

modernistic art values is that of the American art critic 
Clement Greenberg. Because it is well known, it is enough just 
to recapitulate some of its most important ideas. An art work 
was, according to this modernistic ideology, first of all 
autonomous. An art work was not a picture of something, but 
it was a thing in itself. Advanced painting – Greenberg spoke 
mostly of painting – was meant to focus more and more on its 
material conditions – on its nature as paint on flat support. 
And this aesthetic object obeyed laws, which were operational 

2within the frame, so to say.
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Of course, this is not the only possible interpretation 
of the ideology of modernism. It could be called the 
Barr/Greenberg/MoMA– version of modernism. At least early 
modernism can also be read as a critique of bourgeois society. 
This is the ideology of the avant-garde – one of the strongest 
myths of modernism. If we place the idea of avant-garde on 
the level of an individual art work, it is then plausible to 

3assume – as Boris Groys has done – that the question at large 
was of putting new objects or new forms in a rather stable 
context of the art world – the gallery and the museum. The 
ideal artist was a revolutionary, but basically “a Columbus of 
form” as Roger Fry once defined Paul Cézanne.

But modernism failed – or did it? It failed because it 
was too materialistic; too much relating on questions of form, 
of touch, of trace, of texture, of pigments, questions 
concerning pure painting. The ideology of formalism was too 
narrow, too local, too masculine. It was also an ideology of 
exclusion. Too many were excluded from this (quality) 
concept of art.

In the 1960s many revolutions took place. There 
were revolutions against the idea of the abstract, the idea of 
high culture as opposed to or “better” than the popular, the 
idea of aesthetic autonomy, the idea of painting as model. This 
is of course interesting, but I'm not dealing with these issues 
now.

When photography, maps, video projections, 
installations, living bodies, or all kind of new materials and 
media invaded the white gallery space, it became impossible to 
judge by just looking what those objects on display were. To 
understand why all those media could be called art we had–  
according to Arthur Danto – to stop looking and turn towards 

4thinking. We had to turn towards philosophy.
And when thinking became central, it was the artistic 

idea that was valued over formal features. According to the 
conceptual artist Sol Le Witt, “Ideas alone can be works of art; 
they are in a chain of development that may eventually find 
some form. All ideas need not be made physical”. “The idea is a 

5machine that makes art”. Instead of objects we were looking at 
concepts. 

If an art work was a painting, it now also posed the 
question of what a painting is. When Daniel Buren displayed 
his work in an exhibition at John Weber Gallery in New York 
in 1973 called Within and Beyond the Frame, he seemed to 
pose the question: “What makes it possible to see a painting as 
a painting? When does the “painting” stop and when does the 
suspended canvas, linen, “striped cotton”, even “washing on a 
line” start?

In most cases, there is a conflict between the context 
of the work of art and the work, said Buren. The aim was, 
among other things, to unveil what is “hidden” under the paint 
and under the frame, said Hans Haacke. Art had, according to 

Haacke, never been autonomous or separate from society at 
6large. Like Haacke, an increasing number of artists were 

committed to the idea that works of art are products of a 
specific time and place. Focus was on conceptual questions, 
and critical questions were posed concerning the meaning, 
functions, and ideologies of art. Conceptual clarity – the 
clearness of the thought – should then be the mark of quality 
of such art. 

Lucy Lippard wrote on the dematerialization of the 
7art object. This process of dematerialization brought with it a 

loss of visuality – which of course diminished the importance 
of form. But still, I think, there are pleasing visual and aesthetic 
dimensions in works by Kosuth, Buren, and Haacke.

The third generation of conceptual artists and 
cultural theorists started to ask questions of gender and race in 
relation to representations and art activities, and they were 
obviously leading the questions concerning the frames of art 
into questions concerning power, suppression, and politics. It 
can be stated that this largely feministic vogue in art and art 
theory is the foundation of the third period which I try to 
outline in this speech, that of sociopolitically oriented con-
temporary art. 

The issues in art are not issues of pure form any 
more, or even issues of the definition of painting or any other 
medium – or its institutional frames – as such. Art has, meta-
phorically speaking, left the departments of aesthetics, art 
history, and even philosophy and moved to the department of 
sociology, anthropology, or political history.

What kind of quality arguments could be relevant 
here? Now at least the academic agendas seem to accept that all 
artworks need contextualization and interpretation in 
relation to each particular audience. Quality arguments thus 
become ambient in the post-colonial, gender-sensitive 
process of globalization. Hans Belting has analyzed the 
cultural globalization as a challenge to the Western definitions 
of art and also the revision of the art-historical canon through 

8inclusion of previously marginalized minorities. 
Belting asked how contemporary art in this “post-

historical” period can be accommodated by an academic 
discipline of art history shaped by modernistic discourses and 
thus ill-equipped to engage with what arrives after that 
period's close. Belting's charge was that art history as a 
scholarly discipline was founded on the presumption that the 
history of art was essentially one of style – that is, an internal 
development according to a natural or historical law.

When the image and the cultured habitus of the 
artist change and also the context changes, the content of the 
context can't remain the same either. But is context more 
important than the text?

What kind of quality discourses could be found 
behind contemporary art? The new criteria of quality can't be 
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(purely) formal or conceptual. When judging contemporary 
sociopolitical art, it might be necessary to include ethical, 
moral, and political factors into the sets of quality criteria. 
Could a quest for “common good” be a quality criterion 
enough for visual arts? How would an “ethically beautiful” art 
work look like? There is no clear answer to these questions, 
and they demand consideration.

It is, as a whole, difficult to find texts on contempo-
rary art dealing specifically with quality questions. This fact, 
and the fact that it is difficult to answer the question above, is 
almost as interesting as a possible answer. The “ethical” posi-
tion demands new definitions of what art works are, and what 
functions they have. The intellectual and philosophical 
consequences should be analyzed more deeply than is possible 
to do here.

One example is provided by Thomas McEvilley, who 
points at the overthrow of Kantian theory, which dominated 
modernism with its ideas of universality. Kant held that 
aesthetic judgment has an unchanging validity. Now we think 
also taste has a history. Taste is like quicksilver. The fact that 
taste changes – radically – not only from generation to genera-
tion, but even, in unstable situations, within a single 
generation, shows that taste is a faculty that responds to 
external influences. This – according to McEvilley – relativizes 
aesthetic judgments, and takes away the issue of essential 

9quality.
At the heart of the Kantian theory is a model of the 

human personality as made up of three separate faculties: the 
aesthetic, the ethical, and the cognitive. These faculties are 
held to be essentially and eternally separate from one another. 
None of them can comprehend the things that the others 
comprehend (like the senses). This idea was the basis of 
formalism: an attempt to purify the artwork of any ethical or 

10 cognitive elements, leaving only the aesthetic.
There is another reason for absence of quality 

discourses. The commodity aspect of (luxury) art objects – 
like painting – hints at reasons why quality arguments are 
difficult today. “Good taste” connects to the art dealer, to the 
auction house, to the connoisseur and to big money. This 
again is in conflict with the myth of art as avant-garde. 

And what about research methods? Many of the 
norms of different periods are “silent”; they are not verbalized. 
They can be revealed through analyzing speeches and texts –  
that is discourses – produced during each period in question. 
It is easy to do illuminating readings, which unveil the often 
unspoken ideology of modernistic and conceptual art. It is 
more difficult to perform the same operations on contempo-
rary texts, partly because the texts are often focusing only on 
the context and not on the text (the artwork as such), and 
partly of course because the material is so close in time. I have 
started a small scale enterprise based on Finnish material in 
regard to the ideologies of painting during the modernistic 
and the conceptual phases and in the contemporary situation, 
which I simply describe as neopainting (a very strong vogue 
indeed).

Typical for the new work, besides obeying to 
discourses on flesh, sexuality and body, is a considerable 
freedom in regard to formal conventions. Even if on the level 
of the fragment the traces of the tools can look like painterly 
materialistic abstractions, the paintings are figurative. The 
surface of the painting is sampling everything from 
everywhere. Anything goes – except the modernistic dogmas. 
So the only taboo there seem to be left is that of connecting 
your work to formalistic discourses – for instance to colour 
theory. Use of colour today is explicitly based on a lack of a 
coherent colour theory. And since modernism was so 
masculine in its colour harmonies, we now witness the 
revenge of the pink – the most “feminine” of all colours. 

To what extent can sociopolitical arguments be 
sufficiently satisfactory in critical evaluation of art works? To 
which extent could “outdated” arguments still be useful as 
“quality arguments”? Could it still be possible to say that a 
work is better than another just based on its formal qualities, 
its technical ways of execution, and so on? Or maybe it could 
be possible to evaluate the different proportions of formal, 
conceptual, and ethical aspects side by side? Then the reading 
would use criteria from a past period together with values on 
the level of content, which makes the work interesting for the 
audiences of today.
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Резиме

У процесу вредновањ а централно место треба да има 
квалитет оцењ ивањ а. Уметничко дело треба да бар им-
плицитно садрж и одређене битне «квалитете» да би било 
у складу са указаном паж њ ом. П а ипак, данас се ретко 
користе или објаш њ авају аргументи који се односе на 
квалитет када се говори о процесу евалуације.

Ако се врш и оцењ ивањ е, на чему се заснива то оцењ и-
вањ е? У овом раду покуш авамо да истраж имо померањ е 
са аргумената – који указују, углавном, на визуелне одли-
ке уметничког дела као битног елемета за донош ењ е 
вредносног суда – на аргументе који су у већој мери кон-
цептуални, а затим и на оне социополитичке природе.

«Аргументи квалитета» кориш ћени у разним периодима 
могу  се  излучити  из  критичких  расправа о уметности  
у  сваком  периоду.  П очетна  претпоставка  је да  се мож е 
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утврдити бар модернистички, концептуални и етички 
скуп аргум ената. Етос м одернизм а (најпотпуније 
представљен апстракцијом) ставља визуелно и естетичко 
искуство на прво место. Концептуална ф аза померила је 
основе процене на критичко (и концептуално) 
промиш љањ е укључено у продукцију и интерпретацију 
уметности, али и на саме  оквире  уметности.

Какву врсту расправе о квалитету мож емо открити иза 
савремене (друш твенополитичке) уметности? М ож да ће 
бити потребно да укљ учим о етичке, м оралне и 
политичке ф акторе у критеријуме  квалитета. Како би 
изгледало једно «етички прелепо» уметничко дело? У 
којој мери се «застарели» аргументи, кориш ћени у 
различитим уметничким стратегијама, још  увек могу 
користити као «аргументи квалитета»?
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